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THE CALVERT A41 ACCESS, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, AN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IntToduetion 

Documentary and surface survey was CllITied out by the Oxford Archaeological Unit in advance of the 
construction of an access road for a landfill site at Calvert, The work was commissioned by Shanks and 
McEwan (Southern) Ltd, The road rnns from the A41, adjacent to the former Akeman Street station 
in Wotton Underwood parish, to Calvert, It is intended to be a temporary feature, Construction would 

, , , ' r nce hence archaeolo 'cal concern was 
mainly with surface features which might be impacted by the construction process, It was ail'eady 
envisaged that limited lengths of the route might be constructed entirely above ground (on a geotextile) 
in al"Chaeologically sensitive areas, Most of the sites of potential archaeological interest on and near 
the route lay in the parish of Quainton, but surface sUI"Vival was shown to b. poor, except in the 
vicinity of what was thought to be a possible mill pond (the Pond Bay), the earthworks of which were 
surveyed, It is recommended that the road be routed to avoid this site, 

Methodology 

The Buckinghamshire Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) was consulted for the basic record of 
archaeological sites along and in the vicinity of the Pl'oposed route, In the COUl'se of this work all the 
available aerial photographs were also examined, These provided much the best information on the 
ment of medieval fields as evidenced by ridge and furrow, Early maps and appropriate references such 
as county histories wel'e also checked for background infonnation, 

Once this information had been collated the fieldwork phase of the project took the form of a walk"over 
survey of the entire length of the route where there was potential for the disturbance of archaeological 
features by the proposed road, This was accompanied by a detailed survey of the earthworks of the 
Pond Bay, in conjunction with the excavation of a number of small tcm: pitfl, These were intended to 
locate deposits which might throw light on the possible location of a mill associated with the pond, but 
the evidence was entirely negative, 

Archaeological background (Fig, 1) 

The southern and cantl'al parts of the route of the projected mad run thmugh a medieval and post
medievsllandscape of considerable interest, The relatively high degree of survival of this landscape, 
atleast until quite recently, means that there is velY little evidence for the archaeology of earlier 
periods in the area as a whole, and no pre-medieval sites are known in the immediate vicinity of the 
new road, 

The starting point for the southern end of the new l'oad, the A41, is the Roman Akeman Street, the 
main road from Verulamium to Cirencester, At this point the Roman road (Bucks PRN 1050) probably 
lies close to or directly beneath the existing main road, The nearest major Roman settlement along 
Akeman Street (and indeed the pnly significant, koown Roman settlement in the area), is at Grendon 
Underwood, over 1 km to the W (PRN 0572, see also Smith 1987, 235) 

South of Akeman Street two pottery Scattel'S, a velY sparse scatter of Roman material (PRN 2387, 
between SF 70511768 and 70881794) and an mensive scatter of medieval and post· medieval matedsl 
with a single Roman shel'd (PRN 2530, between SP 70101749 and 70281770) Wel'e noted in 
fieldwalking along the line ofthe Southern Feedel' gas pipeline, To the N of Akeman Street (and some 
450 m E of the proposed road line) a probable settlement site, principally of Iron Age date, was also 
located in the course of work on the Southern Feeder (PRN 4013, centred C SP 71151825; Farley, 
Shackley and Cundill 1984), This took the fOI'm of a deposit extending for more than 40 m along the 
line of the trench and containing middle Iron Age and pel'haps also late Il"On Age pottery, 
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From The A41 the new road runs roughly N on an irregular course to the E of the railway line (this 
is still occasionally in use, terminating N of Akema.n Street at the g1'OUP of industrial premises nOW 
known collectively as Woodham Industry). Near North Farm, QUainton, it crosses the railway aDd 
rons in a northwesterly direction as far as Hawin's Wood, at which point it turns sharply to the m, 

Between the A41 and North Farm the road initially follows part of an existing access, cutting a corner 
through field 8844 in which ridge and furrow can be seen from aerial photographs, and then runs 
close to the railway line through more ridge and furrow fields. W of Binwell Farm the route cuts the 
line of a probable medieval and post-medieval road or trackway, Binwell Lane (PRN 2185) which 
approaches Binwell Farm from the SE through Waddesdon and Westcott parishes and continues to . ,. 

e s 
108) and known as the London Roa.d. Its probable line in the vicinity of Binwell Farm is followed for 
some distance by the boundary between Woodham and Quainton parishes. This road presumably ran 
WNW at least as far as Oving Hill Farm, but the SMR map shows no continuation W of the railway 
line, 

North of theJlarish boundary the new road rons close to the line of a stream/drain, in part through 
woodland. These factors make the eJ<8.ct extent of ridge and ful'l'OW in this area uncertain at pl'esent, 
but it is probable that it originally extended overall. The only evidence is from the aedal photographs. 
Between the woodland and North Farm there is little evidence for ridge and furrow, except in the field 
immediately Sand E of the farm, in which ridge and furrow can be seen on both sides of a m-sw 
track defined by ditches. There is no sign on the "el'ial photographs of any continnation of the track 
or the ridge and furrow to the SW towards the line of the proposed I'oad, but a pr(\jection of the line 
of the track would take it to the existing N -S road between North Farm and Knapps Hook Farm (to 
the SW) at about the point where this will be crossed by the new road, 

NW of North Farm the new road crOSSeS the railway and rons close to the S bank of the River Ray. 
At this point the projected line of the road pa.sses (alternative routes have been proposed here) either 
through or immediately to the S of the site of a tl'iaDgular pond formed by a substantial N-S 
earthwork dam across the River Ray (PRN 0089), (This site is noted as 'Pond Bay' on the OS map and 
is referred to u.s such here). The pond is defined on its N side by a shallow bank, outside which is a 
narrow channel, presumably to cal'ry overflow, It is presumably the lattel' feature which gives the 
name to the fjeld, Sluice Field. This pond is plausibly identified with a triangular one named Nor Lye 
Pond which is shown on a map of 1580 at Doddershall House, reproduced after p 410 in Lipscomb's 
Antiquities of Buckingham (Lipscomb 1847). Less certain is the association of the pond with the mill 
of Shipton Lee (a manor of Quainton) referred to in a document of 1291, at which time the mill was 
held by Thame Abbey (vCH 1927, 96), There is no particular indication of a mill structure related to 
the pond, and on the OS record card the site is described as an embanked fishpond (for further 
discussion see below), 

Beyond the Pond Bay area the projected route rons N to cross the Edgcott to Quainton road and then 
rons Jlarellel ta tile latter &lang the SW siEle af Hewin's WeeEl. Ileyend the SW Gerner Gf the wee<l it 
turns shsrply to the NE. From this point onwards the new route follows a substantial existing cut for 
a drain and access and thus does not impact afresh on known archaeology. Indeed there is little 
evidence for any sites in the vicinity of the northern part of the route, Slight traces of ploughed out 
ridge and furrow appear on aerial photographs of the fields immediately NW of Hawin's Wood but 
nothing else is discernible. These traces would have been largely removed by the excavation of the 
drain and associated earthmoving operations. 

The walk-over survey 

The results of this survey were very disappointing, The entire length of the route where there was 
potential for the disturbance of archaeological features by the proposed road was walked, Conditions 
were generally good, in that pasture fields were not too overgrown, and many fields had very recently 
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been mown for hay/silage so that any surface features would have been readily visihle. However, even 
in those parts of the route where the aerial photographic evidence indicated the presence of extensive 
ridge and furrow there was no trace of this on the ground. Most of the aerial photographs consulted 
were RAF verticals taken in May 1947. Clearly since that time most of the relevant fields have been 
ploughed sufficiently frequently to remove all surface traces of ridge and furrow. Comparison of the 
RAF photographs with those taken c 1976 in advance of the construction of the Southern Feeder and 
the nearby Ayleshury Compressor Station suggests that at least some of the ridge and furrow which 
appears on the later photographs does so in the form of soilmarks rather than as earthworks. This is 
particularly true of ridge and furrow occurring in the NW pal1 of the route, to the Nand NW of the 
Pond Bay area. 

The following detailed account treats the potentially affected fields from S (the A41 end) to N. The 
route is divided up hy OS land parcels. 

8344. Arable, currently with a barley crop. Slight traces of NW-SE aligned ridge and furrow appear 
in the SW corner of this field on the aerial photographs. Thel"ll are now no smface indications of this, 
which was probahly already largely ploughed out by the time the photographs were taken in 1976. 

A length of route along existing roads. 

7700. Pasture. Ridge and furrow aligned roughly WNW-ESE is evident on aelial photographs. There 
are now no surface traces of this. 

8300. Pasture aa 7700 (with sheep). Aerial photographs show NNE-SSW aligned ridge and ful'row. 
Again there are no surface traces, 

0686. Pasture as 7700 (with sheep). The boundary between this field and 8800 (now removed) is 
approximately on the line of the palish boundalY between Wotton Underwood and Que.inton, a line 
which follows that of the former 'London Road' (see above). The line ofthis road is still evident on the 
ground, and was the only potentially medieval feature visible in this part of the route. At the point 
where it will be crossed by the proposed road the 'London Road' forms a very shallow hollow, some 
12 m wide and at most c 0.20 m deep. It is distinguished rather by changes in vegetation ,than by the 
hollow itself, being characterised by a marked concentration of nettles (and, to a lesser extent, thistles) 
and rather denser gtass than that surrounding, and by an equally marked diminution in the number 
of buttercups, which are extremely common in the meadows to Nand S. Apart from this feature there 
is no sign of the WNW-ESE aligned ridge and furrow which appears on the aerial photographs over 
all but the extreme northem end of the field. 

0167. Knapp's Hook Wood. Damp, unmanaged woodland, quite densely overgrown. There are few 
places within the wood where surface features would have been clearly visible. Certainly no substantial 
features survive, and as far as could be seen there Wel'eno traces of ridge and fulTOW. 

4200. Rough, damp pasture in the SW corner where it is marginally affected by the proposed road. 
There are no traces of the WNW-ESE aligned ridge and furrow which ael'jal photographs indicate was 
formerly visible in the SW part of this field. 

0187. A small copse only marginally affected by the proposed road. Its condition is as Knapps Hook 
Wood and no features were evident. 

0005. Recently mown for hay/silage. Aerial photographs indicate ridge and furrow in the southern part 
of this field, but there was no sign of this whatsoever. 

0529. Rough grass at the N end, but from S of the pond oD the E side of the field it had been recently 
mown. There were no smface features. 
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0959. Recently mown for hay/silage. Dead flat. 

1583. At the rear (W) of North Cottage is Ii small paddock. There are no evident sumce features. 

1600. Meadow (with horses) very similal' to 1588 above. There was no evidence of ridge and furrow 
or other features, 

0006. Set-aside, covered with long grass, thistles etc. A suip had been mown through this field parallel 
to the River Ray and thus close to the line of the pl'ojected road. No surface features were seen. 

, , 
features defining the S edge of the Pond Bay, which lies immediately to the N. The field has a gradual, 
natural slope up from N to S, and the only possible break of slope occurs at the N edge of the field 
close to the line of the hedge on the S side of the River Ray. 

3527. Sluice Field. The easterly part of this field, lying N of the River Ray, is occupied by the Pond 
Bay (for which see below). The whole of the field to the N of the liver consists of rough pasture with 
many bushes. The part of the field S of the river lies entirely W of the dam defining the pond at its 
Wend and is a grassy meadow, quite I ... cently mown (for hay?). This part ofthe field slopes up from 
N to S as in 5200, but is less regular than that field. There is a natural rise to the W of the S end of 
the dam. Between this feature and the dam itself is a small hollow. This may be the remains of a pit 
from which clay was dug for the construction of the dam. West and NW of the dam there are no 
earthwork features apart from those immediately associated with its NW corner which are dealt with 
as part of the main survey. 

2842, Lee Wood. The proposed road pasSes through the extreme NE corner of the wood. The outline 
of this end of the wood has changed since the Second World War, presuma e elUsting 
poplars were planted (about 40 years ago). There are no archaeological featlll'es. 

5550. Recently mown for hay. Thel'. are no surface traces of lidge and furrow or any other features. 

2270. Rough pasture around margins, otherwise extensively disturbed inter alia by the drainage 
cutting which will be utilised for the northern end of the proposed road line. No features are visible 
in the small areas which remain undisturbed. 
The proposed road line was not examined beyond this point. 

Earthwork Survey (Fig. 2) 

The Pond Bay was specified as requiring a fairly detailed earthwork survey. This was necessary to 
improve understanding of the extent, morphology and function of the site because one of the projected 
.... nItes Qf the lIew mad "'as sit<!d tG pass through the centre of it The ,unrey, comhined with 
background information and with evidence from the test pits (see below), provides the basis for 
suggestions about the precise route and approaches to the treaUnent of the eal'thwol'kg in the event 
of the road construction affecting them directly (see Recommendations below). 

The survey was carried out over two days using an EDM to plot important points and elevations. The 
work was hampered by the overgrown nature of parts of the site. Dense vegetstion on the southern 
part of the dam was problematical, but more so was the presence of bushes along large parts of the 
line of the bank and channel on the N side of the site. This necessitated the use of a number of 
different survey ststions, and in 80me places the bank and channel were quite inaccessible. 

The plan of the earthworks is presented in Fig. 2. The principal features are the N-S aligned dam at 
the Wend of the complex and the channel which run. along the N edge of the pond. The dam is 
described first, then the channel. 

4 
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The dam is situated to take advantage of the natural contours of the valley of the River Ray. The N 
side of the valley is steeper than the S, which only rises gently. The S end of the dam is quite wide 
and shallow. To the W of the S end a noticeable hollow (Z on plan) probably represents a pit from 
which clay was excavated for the dam. E of the S end of the dam is a large pond which is currently 
in use for fishing on an orgauised basis. The appearance of the pond has consequently been altered 
in recent times to accommodate this use. 

The dam is cut (at point Y on Fig. 2) by the present course of the River Ray. A little to the N of this 
point is a further cut (point X on Fig. 2) where a breach has been made in recent times with a tractor. 
Small mounds of earth at each end of the breach and on both Nand S sides represent surplus earth 
derived from this ope,-ation. The sides of the breach are steep and are not yet covered in vegetation. 
N of the breach the dam turns through a rounded right angle to the E. On the outside of this corner 
is anathe,', small pond of il'regular shape. Its origin clearly postdates the use of the dam and may be 
of relatively recent date. The pond also encroaches in part on the line of the channel to the N. 

To the E of the small pond is a substantial opening in the N arm of the dam (point Von Fig. 2). This 
cannot have been the original end of the dam because in its pI'esent form it would have provided a 
direct inlet into the pond from the channel. It is assumed that the opening must have been made after 
the Pond Bay went out of use, though it appears to be of some antiquity. The extent to which the dam 
continued to the E is unclear. Within a distance some 20·30 m E of the gap the natural contour of the 
valley was adequate to contain water and the dam stlllcture certainly did not extend furthel' Ethan 
this point. It is possible that the dam oliginally terminated close to point V. In the process of creating 
the gap it would have been easier to remove the end of the dam itself than to cut through the natural 
ground. 

The channel along the N side of the Pond Bay initially runs WoE from the NW cornel' before turning 
to the SE. It can be traced for a distance of about 340 m E of the NW corner of the dam. It may 
originally have extended even further E, but there are gates in the field both N and S of the end of 
the channel as it appears at present and traces of the channel may have been oblitel'ated at this point 
in the Interests of providing a usable access. 

At its SE end the N side of the channel is cut into the natural slope of the valley. Its S side is formed 
by a well-defined artificial bank. This bank can be traced for a distance of Some 150 m from its SE end, 
becoming less well.defined towards the NW Beyond the NW end of the bank as far as point v the 
channel is cut entirely from the natural slope of the valley. Although the spoil from this cut was 
presumably dumped on the downslope side of the channel this cannot now be distinguished. The 
original course of the channel is well-defined as far as the NW cornel' of the dam. Beyond this point, 
however, the evidence is slight and unclear. There is a suggestion that the channel may have taken 
a southwesterly course up to point W, where the possible channel is very shallow indeed. Beyond this 
point, however, there are no clear traces and the ground is additionally obscured by bushes. The 
channel may simply have disgorged southwards along the W faee of the dam towal·ds the present 
saUl'Se at the mer. A faint IwHew here wauld be eansistent 'lAth this, bat again the evidence is slight. 
There is little to choose between the alternatives. 

The. S side of the Pond Bay is not defined by IIny identifiable eartbwork. The natural contour of S side 
of the valley must have served. There may have been a very slight break of slope immediately to the 
S of the present course of the River Ray, but this lay too close to the N edge of the field for it to be 
certain if this was an archaeological feature or was formed by relatively recent agricultural activity. 

Trial Excavations 

Eight small test pits, on average about 0.80 m squal'e and at most 0.90 m deep, were excavated by 
hand to the W of the Pond Bay dam, four on each side of the River Ray (for precise locations, see 
earthwork survey plan). These were intended to shed light on the suggestion that the Pond Bay was 
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a mill pond. There were no clear surface indications of the likely location of any possible mill structure. 
The trial holes were therefore sited on the basis that thel·. were two possible locations for such a mill; 
one on the N side of the river and immediately W of the dam, utilising a watel· supply coming from 
the NW corner of the pond, the other on the S side of the valley using a water supply either from the 
same source or possibly one on a similar line to that of the present river (a third possibility, that a mill 
could have been sited on the N side of the valley, was not investigated because of the dense ground 
cover here). The evidence was not entirely conclusive, but the balance of probability is very strongly 
against a mill structure ever having stood in either location. 

Holes 1-4. 

These were situated on the S side of the River Ray, hole 4 being close to the !"iver and the dam, holes 
2 and 1 moving W away from the dam along the line of the river and hole 8 further up the slope of 
the valley side. The same sequence of deposits was encountered in all four holes. Modern topsoil and 
ploughsoil, a dark greyish brown clay loam, ranged fl·om 0.21-0.28 m in depth. It ovel·laid a lighter 
brown, slightly sandy clay which varied from c 0.09-0.22 m in depth, being shallow in holes 2 and 4 
and deeper in holes 1 and 3. This layer is interpreted as a possible earlier ploughsoil. It overlaid a 
similar deposit incorporating patches of sticky grey brown clay, probably derived from the underlying 
subsoil and perhaps therefore representing disturbance of that subsoil during the eal"iier ploughing 
phase. This layer was 0.09-0.12 m deep in holes 1 and 2, but was not removed in holes 3 and 4. The 
subsoil revealed in holes 1 and 2 was a mottled reddish brown clay with patches of sticky grey clay. 
The top of this deposit was at a depth of c 0.58 m in hole 1, but only 0040 m in hole 2. There were no 
finds of any date from any of these holes. 

Holes 5-8. 

These lay on the N side of the River Ray just to the W of the dam. A dip immediately W of the dam 
represented either the course of the overflow channel round the N side, Or the location of a pit for clay 
for the dam itself, or more likely both. Just W of this was a slight lise which could have formed a 
small platform for a structure. This was investigated. It is quite possible, however, that where this 
feature is closely adjacent to the river it has been raised by dumping material dredged f1·om the river 
in the course of fairly regular recent cleaning. Holes 5-7 were dug running N from the liver parallel 
to the dam face. Hole 8 was dug a little further to the W to help define the westel'n extent of a rubble 
spread lOCAted in boles 5 And 6 

In holes 5, 6 and 8 the modern turf and dark brown clay loam topsoil was only 0.04-0.09 m thick, 
directly overlying a deposit of mid to dark bl·own clay with large quantities of brick rubble and 
occasional stone fragments. This varied in thickness from 0043 m in the SW cOrner of hole 5 to 0.07 
m in hole 8 and was lal·gely absent in hole 7, whe!·e the clean clay only produced two fragments of 
brick and a lump of slag. Beneath these deposits a dark grey, sticky clay ranging u·om 0.15-0.35 m in 
thickness was found in all the holes. The presence of snail shells in this deposit suggests an alluvial 
origin. Beneath this a similar layer, also with snail shells but light breVin in IlOlmH, VlaJ! up ta a 
maximum of c 0040 m deep and overlaid the same clay subsoil seen in holes 1-4. The top of the subsoil 
was thus between 0.78-0.88 m below the modern ground surface. 

There were no finds of any kind apart f1·om the rubble deposits and the slag fragment mentioned 
above. Samples of the bricks (since discarded) which were examined from this layer were in a fine but 
poorly wedged fabric with sparse-moderate rounded ?ferruginous sandstone and occasional fossil shell 
inclusions. They were handmade, so were not of modern date, but the complete absence of domestic 
debris, the homogeneity of the deposit and its proximity to the modern ground surface all suggest that 
the rubble layer represents relatively recent dumping to provide a fh·m sud'ace in the vicinity of the 
dam. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Although the area around the proposed road line was initially identified as having high potential for 
the survival of medieval earthworks this did not turn out to be the case. The exception to this is the 
area of the Pond Bay, where earthwork survival is of high quality. Oflesser importance is the survival 
of the former 'London road' as a minimal earthwork. There is no evidence for sites of any date before 
the medieval period. This is not to say that such sites did not exist, since the construction of the 
Southern Feeder gas pipeline has shown that deposits in this area may be quite deeply buried (see 
above). However, there al'e no particularly obvious locations (eg on the basis oflandforms or soil types) 
wbere the presence of earlier sites can be predicted. The relatively superficial road construction should 
mean 

It is necessary to consider the Pond Bay in a little more detail. This feature almost certainly appears 
on the Doddershall estate map of c 1580, but thereafter is lost to record until located in 1972. Since 
that date the site has been instated on Ordnance Survay maps of the area, but it does not appeal' 
hitherto. The feature may have been a fishpond (though ite form is not particularly typical) since the 
evidence for regarding it as a mill pond can be shown to be unsatisfactory on a number of counte. It 
rests initially on the supposition that the mill at Shipton Lee located in a field known as Ficller's Field 
and mentioned in a document of 1291 (see above) is to be located at the present site. There is no 
warrant for this. Shipton Lee lies c 2.5 km E of the present site, and Fidlel'" Field is still a well known 
field name there, Earthworks on the S side of the River Ray adjacent to Finemere Wood aud only 500 
m NW of Middle Farm, Shipton Lee, may well mark the site of the medieval mill. The evidence of the 
Doddershall estate map, the original of which was examined (by kind permission of the owner of 
DoddershalJ Park, Mr Prideaux) shows that a) the cOUl'se of the River Ray to the W of the pond was 
an irregular one from its NW corner, which is consistent with the evidence on the ground but does 
not su est a well defined mill stream· b that there was no mill in existence on the site at the time 
the map was drawn (or it would surely have been shown); and c) that woodland approached right up 
to the W side of the stream as it flowed across the face of the dam, which would have left very little 
room for a mill structure. The last point cannot be pressed too far since it presupposes that the 
situation depicted in 1580 was the same as that prevailing in the medieval period, and that the fine 
detail of the map can always be taken at face value (which it cannot). Nonetheless the evidence is 
suggestive. Finally, the excavation of the test holes suggests that while dumping of building debris has 
taken place just W of the dam, this may have been a fairly recent event, and the .material recovered 
from the holes certainly does not suggest any SOli of domestic activity on or near the site. 

The argument is not completely conclusive either way, however, since the form of the earthWOrks is 
not the usual one for fishponds in this area. It is possible that the pond relates to a mill which does 
not appear in documentary references and Was completely out of USe by 1580. On present evidence the 
view tbat the site is not that of a mill is preferred, but this possibility cannot be completely ruled out, 
though it is clear that if a mill site is in question it is not that referred to in the document of 1291. 

It remains to review (briefly) the project methodology. No significant changes would have been made 
to this, even with the benefit of hindsight. The location of pre-medieval sites along the route of the 
proposed road would only have been possible (if at all) either by field walking after ploughing at an 
appropriate time of year (not an option in this case) or by l'andom trial trenching. The type of road 
construction proposed and the level of background evidence available would have made such testing 
hard to justify. The question ofthe existence/non-existence oia mill at the Pond Bay, and ite possible 
location, remains an open one. This would require very extensive test pit or tlial trench excavation, 
possibly in combination with geophysical prospecting, to resolve conclusively. Again it is difficult to see 
how this could have been justified given the available level of background information. The work 
described above, while not as extensive as would ideally have been liked, has at least excluded the most 
obvious locations from the list of possible mill locations. The best remaining possibility, on the N side 
of the valley W of the dam, might repay fieldwork at a time of year when the ground cover is less of 
a hindrance, 
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Reoommendations 

The majority of the proposed road line will not impact on known archaeological features of any 
significance. There are two potentially sensitive areas, one of minor and one of major importance. 

The 'London Road' (at c SP 70771921). 

This slight feature can he protected by the construction ofthe road at modern ground level, with road 
material based on a geotextile. The geotextile and sud'ace built length of the road should extend at 
least 2-8 m each .ide ofthe medieval feature in order to protect the edges of the hollow. 

The Pond Bay (centred c SP 705213). 

The earthworks forming this pond are generally in good condition. If at all possible, damage to the 
monument should be avoided, and it is desirable that this should be done by routing the proposed road 
away from the earthworks. This would include keeping the road as far away as possible from the W 
face of the dam, for two reasons; firstly to maintain the integrity oftha monument in its landscape and 
secondly to avoid impacting on the location of a possihle mill building which, despite the findings 
above, might still be found in the area W of the dam. This is, however, e. lesser priority than avoiding 
the direct impact of road on earthworks. 

If the road were to pass through the Pond Bay it would have to be constructed at ground level on a 
geotextile. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see how the road could be successfully carried through the 
bottom of the Pond Bay and out of its NW corner without causing damage to the earthworks. This is 
because the profiles of the banks in the NW camel' of the pond are quite steep (any route which passes 

. ite ut of the uestlon for the same reason). The roblem is not 
particularly helped by the steepness of the N side of the valley immediately beyond the earthworks. 
Consideration needs to be given not only to the process of putting the I'oadway in place, but also to 
its removal at the end of its useful life. FOI' this reason the original proposal, whe"eby the road was 
l'Outsd through the extreme NW corner, is not desirable since in the process of removal of dumped 
material from this point it is almost certain that damage would be caused to the earthworks. Moreover, 
this route would require road material to be dumped on both sides of the dam, the crest of which 
would be an exposed point and likely to suffer degradation. The visual impact of this route. upon the 
monument would be particularly unfortunate. 

A better, but hy no means ideal, option would be to utilise the gap in the N side of the damjbank, 
probably of relatively recent date, which occurs some 80 m E of the NW corner of the darn. For this 
route to be effective would involve dumping of road material (over geotextile) within the e,osting gap 
and up its sides, and within the channel to the N of it. One advantage of this scheme is that the N side 
. of the channel at this point is cut out of the natural slope of the valley, so the infill would be placed 
against solid ground rather than a principally artificial earthwol'lt. Engineering problems, in terms of 
gradients aud tuthing cildes) 11lay be enCDunteIsd with this snggestion, however. NevertheleoSs~ fram 
an archaeological point of view, this solution is preferable to the route which passes through the 
extreme NW comer of the dam. 

Summary of Principal Recommendations 

1. The shallow hollow we;y of Binwell Lane (the 'London road') should be protected by above ground 
construction of the road on a geotextlle at this point. 

2. The proposed road should be routed to avoid the Pond Bay, passing to the S and as far to the W 
of the dam as possible. 

3. If the route has to pass through the area of the Pond Bay it should avoid the W side and the 
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extreme NW corner of the earthworks, where its impact,. both visually and physically upon the 
monument, is likely to be particularly severe. 
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POND BAY EARTHWORK, QUAINTqN (CALVERT A41 ACCESS) 
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